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Phenomena of Materialisation 1996-09
this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923 this book may have occasional imperfections such as missing
or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the original artifact or were introduced
by the scanning process we believe this work is culturally important and despite the imperfections have elected to
bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide we
appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process and hope you enjoy this valuable
book the below data was compiled from various identification fields in the bibliographic record of this title this
data is provided as an additional tool in helping to ensure edition identification phenomena of materialisation a
contribution to the investigation of mediumistic teleplastics albert schrenck notzing edmund edward fournier d
albe k paul trench trubner co ltd 1920 body mind spirit parapsychology general apparitions body mind spirit
parapsychology general body mind spirit spiritualism materialization parapsychology spiritualism

Phenomena of Materialisation 2008
hardcover reprint of the original 1923 edition beautifully bound in brown cloth covers featuring titles stamped in
gold 8vo 6x9 all foldouts have been masterfully reprinted in their original form no adjustments have been made to
the original text giving readers the full antiquarian experience for quality purposes all text and images are
printed as black and white this item is printed on demand book information schrenck notzing a von albert phenomena
of materialisation a contribution to the investigation of mediumistic teleplastics indiana repressed publishing
llc 2012 original publishing schrenck notzing a von albert phenomena of materialisation a contribution to the
investigation of mediumistic teleplastics london k paul trench trubner new york e p dutton 1923 subject
materialization

Phenomena of Materialisation ... 1923
this book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great significance and value to literature this
forms a part of the knowledge base for future generations so that the book is never forgotten we have represented
this book in a print format as the same form as it was originally first published hence any marks or annotations
seen are left intentionally to preserve its true nature
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Phenomena of Materialisation 2014-02-24
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original
work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works
have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in
the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant
marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Phenomena of Materialisation: A Contribution to the Investigation of
Mediumistic Teleplastics 2017-08-21
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original
work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works
have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in
the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant
marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Phenomena of Materialisation 2014-03-16
the phenomena of materialisation this book describes the work and personal experience of a distinguished highly
qualified researcher into this miss understood phenomenon plenty of photos and laboratory reports are included to
make this subject more understandable further the area of fraud is dealt with extensively when extraordinary
things are observed each eye witness account assumes importance sometimes one witness will fill a gap in his story
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of events that others have left out each person has his own story to tell and this is mine it is not meant to
discredit or negate the observations of others other investigators had included doctors and scientists that
impressed me from the beginning surgeons from baragwanath hospital johannesburg discussed their experiences
nonchalantly and openly comparing events with those described by their friends anaesthetists doctors and
businessmen it was plain that they were not only technically skilled men of the world but also orientated towards
the esoteric sciences as well one would quote an excerpt from at the feet of the master and another would answer
with a reference to the voice of the silence there was no hysteria no anxiety to impress all had participated in
rather than observed materialisation seances and all held a deep respect for the phenomena that their expert hands
had palpated and their trained eyes had seen and i was one of them later i had opportunities to confirm my first
impressions again and again elsewhere in different parts of the globe as well as to hear the views and opinions
expressed by scores of other observers and to examine carefully the evidence of their photographs and testimonies
some of my own conclusions are more occult or esoteric than those of spiritualists but they are just as sincere
and well intended the part played by the thousands of sitters at materialisation seances is indispensable in most
instances their patient devotion made phenomena possible to them i dedicate this book

Phenomena of Materialisation 2009
a book full of love that makes you see what really matters both in art and life clever tender completely
compelling ella risbridger in 2020 artist tom de freston and his novelist wife kiran millwood hargrave discovered
they were expecting twins but kiran miscarried and thus began a long journey to parenthood that saw the loss of
six more pregnancies de freston began exploring his experience of the losses in his artwork searching for a way to
make sense of his grief and of his wife s he finds representations of his feelings towards kiran in ovid s myth of
orpheus who in turning back to gaze upon eurydice loses her to the underworld a story which captures the longing
for closeness within a couple and the intense pain in the distance between them his search for understanding leads
him to artists and artworks from titian and francis bacon to braca ettinger and gerhard richter and as the
miscarriages mounted and de freston became ever more aware of the precarious bodily experience that is pregnancy
he excavates the erotic charge of the male gaze its yearning for connection and the desires and boundaries that
exist between lovers and between painter and painting addressed directly to de freston s wife kiran strange bodies
is an intimate authentic and powerfully moving account of a loving relationship that pulses with wonder and
insight
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Phenomena of Materialisation 2020-06-16
the legacy of the hamiltons psychic archive in the wake of the first world war and the 1918 19 pandemic the world
was left grappling with a profound sense of loss it was against this backdrop that a winnipeg couple physician t g
hamilton and nurse lillian hamilton began their research documenting and photographing séances they held in their
home laboratory their extensive study of the survival of human consciousness after death resulted in a stunning
collection of hundreds of photographs including images of tables flying through the air mediums in trances and
most curious of all ectoplasm a strange white substance through which ghosts could apparently manifest the art of
ectoplasm invites readers to explore the hamiltons research and photographic evidence which has attracted
international attention from scholars and artists alike notable figures like arthur conan doyle participated in
the hamilton family s séances and their investigations garnered support among the psychical scientific community
including renowned physicist oliver lodge the inventor of wireless telegraphy in the century since their creation
the hamilton photographs now housed at the university of manitoba have continued to perplex and inspire as the
subject of academic study comedic parody and artistic and cinematic renderings this fascinating collection
reflects on the history and legacy of the startling and uncanny images found in the hamilton family archive as
contemporary society continues to feel the effects of the covid 19 pandemic the art of ectoplasm offers a
compelling look at a chapter in social history not entirely unlike our own

PHENOMENA OF MATERIALISATION 2018
this volume addresses controversies connected to the testing of the capacities and potentials of mediums today we
commonly associate the term medium with the technical communication between transmitters and receivers yet this
term likewise applies to those who cooperate with agencies that exceed the presumed domain of the material world
insofar as one presumes a division between distinctly opposed categories of religion and the secular technical
media tend to be associated with the secular and human trance mediums tend to be associated with religion after
1900 this volume concerns the ways in which the term medium still marks an overlapping of and thus problematizes
the aforementioned division between religion and the secular the personal and the technological the term medium
carries with it a seed of doubt that is itself inseparable from investment in the medium s power insofar as they
communicate with an other realm mediums offer the hope and promise of new possibilities and improved efficiency
and thus of a better life yet they have simultaneously been under suspicion of altering or even inventing the
messages they communicate it is due to this combination of promise and suspicion that mediumism has tended to
evoke scientific religious and moral controversies thus we can speak of a mediumistic trial that is a process in
which a medium is put to the test concerning its potentials and trustworthiness around 1800 experts were asked if
a modern secular institution would be capable of inspiring domesticating or excluding trance mediumship this
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question has stayed with us ever since and the answers have remained inconclusive that is why the past and present
of mediumship may be asked to elucidate each other

Phenomena of Materialisation: A Contribution to the Investigation of
Mediumistic Teleplastics 2018-02-18
the writers of from shaman to scientist take the approach that there is no such thing as the supernatural only
things we don t yet understand the ghost experience is examined through case studies forms and functions ghost
hunters have taken throughout history key historical figures and their influence on the research of ghostly
phenomena ghost hunting in the twenty first century including the exploding trend of internet ghost hunting
organizations and the advances in the theory and technology of the parapsychology field for those who are
skeptical about the reality of ghosts but want to understand how so many individuals claim to have anomalous
experiences this collection reviews the data offers insight into logical explanations and discusses why this is
and has been for centuries such an important and intriguing issue book jacket

Phenomena of Materialisation 2015-02-12
this book reveals how when where and why vitalism and its relationship to new scientific theories philosophies and
concepts of energy became seminal from the fin de siècle until the second world war for such modernists as sophie
taeuber arp hugo ball juliette bisson eva carrière salvador dalì robert delaunay marcel duchamp edvard munch
picasso yves tanguy gino severini and john cage for them vitalism entailed the conception of life as a constant
process of metamorphosis impelled by the free flow of energies imaginings intuition and memories unconstrained by
mechanistic materialism and chronometric imperatives to generate what the philosopher henri bergson aptly called
creative evolution following the three main dimensions of vitalist modernism the first part of this book reveals
how biovitalism at the fin de siècle entailed the pursuit of corporeal regeneration through absorption in raw
nature wholesome environments aquatic therapies electromagnetism heliotherapy modern sports particularly rugby
water sports the olympic games and physical culture to energize the human body and vitalize its life force this is
illuminated by artists as geoculturally diverse as gustave caillebotte thomas eakins munch and albert gleizes the
second part illuminates how simultaneously vitalism became aligned with anthroposophy esotericism magnetism
occultism parapsychology spiritism theosophy and what bergson called psychic states alongside such new sciences as
electromagnetism radiology and the fourth dimension as captured by such artists as juliette bisson giacomo balla
albert besnard umberto boccioni eva carrière john gerrard keulemans lászló moholy nagy james tissot albert von
schrenck notzing and picasso during and after the devastation of the first world war the third part explores how
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vitalism particularly bergson s theory of becoming became associated with dadaist neo dadaist and surrealist
notions of amorality atemporality dysfunctionality entropy irrationality inversion negation and the nonsensical
captured by hans arp charlie chaplin theo van doesburg kazimir malevich kurt schwitters and vladimir tatlin
alongside cage s concept of nothing after investigating the widespread engagement with bergson s philosophies and
vitalism and art by anarchists marxists and communists during and after the first world war it concludes with the
official rejection of bergson and any form of vitalism in the soviet union under stalin this book will be of vital
interest to gallery exhibition and museum curators and visitors plus readers and scholars working in art history
art theory cultural studies modernist studies occult studies european art and literature health histories of
science philosophy psychology sociology sport studies heritage studies museum studies and curatorship

Phenomena of materialisation 1920
leading the reader through the darkened séance rooms and laboratories of imperial and inter war germany the
stepchildren of science casts light on the emergence of psychical research and parapsychology in the german
context it looks in particular at the role of the psychiatrist albert von schrenck notzing a figure who fashioned
himself as both propagandist and grand seignior of german parapsychology in shaping these nascent disciplines in
contrast to other recent studies in which occultism is seen as a means of dealing with or creating the modern this
book considers the epistemological cultural and social issues that arose from psychical researchers and
parapsychologists claims to scientific legitimacy focusing on the boundary disputes between these researchers and
the spiritualists occultists psychologists and scientists with whom they competed for authority over the
paranormal the stepchildren of science demonstrates that in the german context both proponents and opponents alike
understood psychical research and parapsychology as border sciences

Phenomena of Materialisation: a Contribution to the Investigation of
Mediumistic Teleplastics 1920
according to esoteric teachings we have an energy body of lighter less dense material that is connected to our
physical bodies those who can see it call it the aura and can sometimes tell the state of a person s health by the
way it appears those who use its energy refer to the force as prana chi vital force orgone or a number of other
names there are seven chakras or energy points where this energy collects in the etheric body working with the
chakras and these spiritual energies can play a big part in the psychic development and enlightenment of those
sensitive enough to work on these levels this book shows you how subjects include a chapter on each chakra center
also prana or vitality force centres kundalini healing mediumship birth death mesmerism magnetisation of objects
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ectoplasm and more

The Phenomena of Materialisation 2014-04-16
this giant collection includes a huge range of 20th century first hand accounts of hauntings such as the american
troops who repeatedly saw the ghosts of a dead platoon of men while on patrol in vietnam and the witnessed
haunting of a house near tintagel in cornwall that led actress kate winslet to pull out of buying the property it
covers the full spectrum of credible hauntings from poltergeists the noisy dangerous and frightening spirits that
are usually associated with pubescent girls like the bell witch to phantoms like the afrits of saudi arabia and
seduction spirits such as the lorelei which have lured german men to death also included are the notes of the most
famous ghost hunters of the twentieth century such as hans holzer susy smith usa harry price jenny randles uk
joyce zwarycz australia eric rosenthal south africa and hwee tan japan plus essays by such names as robert graves
edgar cayce and m r james outlining their own often extraordinary conclusions as to just what ghosts might be
along with a full bibliography and list of useful resources praise for mbo haunted house stories a first rate list
of contributors hair raising time out all we need say is buy it starlog

The Phenomena of Materialisation 1981-12-01
this important work critically investigates the use of rating and ranking systems in higher education to show how
they govern the academic population through the creation of competition and antagonism from social media to pisa
and rotten tomatoes ratings and rankings exist everywhere in our daily lives seemingly benign in practice they can
structure and govern important parts of society including social interaction public health and economic rankings
in this essential critique author jonas thiel sets out the case against these practices using the uk s higher
education model to show how tools such as the national student surveys nss instead divide the academic population
to make it governable and controllable instead of achieving its intended aim of improving teaching by forcing
competition over student satisfaction thiel shows that systems like the nss have a profound and often negative
impact upon how people and institutions understand themselves drawing on the new materialist theory of karen barad
foucault s governmentality and laclau s understanding of antagonism the book raises an urgent need to respond to
these boundary drawing practices especially in light of rising inequality and ecological collapse and poses the
question can we even imagine a world without top 10 rankings and out of 5 scores engaging with current debates
around value tuition fees and the role of higher education in society this is fascinating reading for advanced
students and academics in psychology education sociology and philosophy
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Phenomena of Materialisation 2001-08-01
bob aka robert and bobby has had a great deal of experience spanning 35 years of the spirit world both from within
the spiritualist movement and on the periphery of that field

Phenomena of Materialization 1975
this is volume iii of eight in a collection on the philosophy of the mind and language originally published in
1925 this text looks at alternative theories of life and mind at the level of enlightened common sense the mind s
knowledge of existents and the unconscious

Concerning the Phenomena of Materialisation (the Villa Carmen Phenomena). By
Professor Charles Richet, Sir Oliver Lodge, Dr. Maxwell and others. Extracts
from "The Annals of Psychical Science," 1905-1906 1906
at once controversial and intriguing spiritualism has spread from the united states to become a global movement
bringing together perspectives from within the movement and without this unique collection treats readers to
insights about spiritualism s history belief and practice based on the belief that the dead can communicate with
the living through mediums spiritualism touches concepts as timelessly fascinating as human mortality and the
continuing existence of the soul beyond bodily death this comprehensive work will help readers parse the mysteries
of this uniquely american religion through three thematically organized volumes spiritualism in the u s and
globally evidence and beliefs and cultural and social issues drawing on fields as diverse as psychology sociology
religious studies anthropology history ethnic and gender studies literature and art this broad based collection
frames spiritualism through the views of a team of international scholars among the many things that separate
spiritualism from mainstream religions is the involvement of women in central leadership roles such cultural and
political elements of the movement are one aspect of this study of equal interest to believers and skeptics alike
will be the work of scholars who have devoted themselves to examining the claim that communication through mediums
proves the existence of life after death

Strange Bodies 2024-05-02
it would have been impossible for epes sargent to write a bad or valueless book his careful treatment his vast
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range of reading and his keen power of analysis were sufficient to guarantee valuable results when he undertook to
deal with any of the psychical problems that were vexing the public mind it has always seemed to me however that
the proof palpable is the least satisfactory of his three works and that for reasons which it was impossible for
the author to control as well as from some defects in the handling of a very difficult subject for at the time
when the book was compiled the subject was not ripe for treatment it was occupying public attention in a marked
manner but it was beset with difficulties on every side and the methods of investigation were lax to a
reprehensible degree the various experiments of mr crookes with florence cook of dr wolfe with mrs hollis of
colonel olcott with the eddy brothers and of various observers with mrs andrews of moravia to say nothing of the
still earlier and more completely satisfactory records of mr livermore to which i have already referred had
aroused and excited public attention but a rank crop of fraudulent imitations soon sprung up and a subject
inherently mysterious and occult was discredited by obvious chicanery and palpable fraud in the midst of this mass
of imposture credulity and ill balanced enthusiasm when conclusions the most tremendous were drawn from evidence
insufficient to satisfy a jury in a case of petty larceny the facts were overshadowed and lost to sight at the
very time when the book was ready for publication it became necessary to defer its issue in consequence of mr dale
owen s withdrawal of his published testimony to the materialization phenomena which he had witnessed in
philadelphia dr h t child who had the most intimate knowledge of the holmeses publicly threw them over the
philadelphia katie king was widely believed to be a discredited fraud even after general lippitt and colonel
olcott had to some extent rehabilitated her it was therefore an unfortunate time to select for the exposition of
evidence which was just then tarnished and for the presentation of theories at best but hastily framed to account
for phenomena which had as yet been imperfectly observed and then only under extremely unsatisfactory conditions
nor can i think that the inherent difficulties of the subject complicated as they were by accidents of the passing
hour were successfully met by the volume valuable as it unquestionably is which at last saw the light its very
name seems scarcely happy for surely the presentation even under unimpeachable conditions of any number of forms
images eidola or whatever name best fits these counterfeit presentments of humanity is no proof palpable of
immortality it may be that evidence is given of the building up of a human form by a process of materialisation
but how does that prove anybody s immortality it may be that from the body of the medium a vaporous cloud has been
seen in rare cases to issue condense and assume a material human form but he would be a rash man who would
undertake to say what that new form may be whether it possesses any separate individuality and if so of what
nature whether it is the double of the medium as some maintain a too clever elementary as others allege or a
departed human spirit temporarily revisiting the earth on which it once existed the psychological review volume 4
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The Art of Ectoplasm 2023-10-20
vibratory modernism is a collection of original essays that show how vibrations provide a means of bridging
science and art two fields that became increasingly separate in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries

Mediality on Trial 2020-09-21
list of members in v 1 19 21 24

From Shaman to Scientist 2004

Vitalist Modernism 2023-02-28

The Stepchildren of Science 2009

The Etheric Double 2007-04-25

The Annals of Psychical Science 1906

The Mammoth Book of True Hauntings 2011-09-01

Ratings and Rankings in Higher Education 2022-06-07
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'Twixt Two Worlds 1886

You Can’t Die for The Life In You 2023-02-28

The Mind and its Place in Nature 2014-06-03

Light 1882

The Spiritualist Movement 2013-08-27

The Proof Palpable of Immortality 2016-03-25

The Medium and Daybreak 1876

The Key to Theosophy by H.P. Blavatsky 2007-08-11

Vibratory Modernism 2013-07-19

Borderland 1897
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Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Research 1892

Proceedings 1887
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